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Abstract—Network Neutrality is a controversial and full of
ambiguity topic. Several works measure network features in the
end-user vantage point to detect traffic differentiations, which are
judged as Network Neutrality violations. However, these works
neglected that each country has their own Network Neutrality
rules. Some countries consider specific cases of traffic differenti-
ations as Network Neutrality violations, and are not as general
as previous works believed. In this work we consider violations
directly from governments legislators Network Neutrality rules.
In this sense, we propose ISPANN, a system which takes as
input countries’ Network Neutrality rules and audits an ISP
network, identifying Network Neutrality violations. No other
work proposes Network Neutrality violation detection in the
ISP operator vantage point, to the best of our knowledge. We
conducted an evaluation that assumes an SDN based ISP network
to verify Network Neutrality violations based on OpenFlow
switches flow tables and network’s informations.

Index Terms—Network Neutrality, Policy Based Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Neutrality (NN) has been the source of huge debate

between the academic community, legislators, and society

in general. NN means equality on the Internet access; i.e.,
traffic of different sources, destinies, or applications, should

not be treated differently by ISPs. On the one hand, NN

proponents point that ISPs have incentives to discriminate

Content Providers (CPs) and end-users traffics in order to

have economical advantages. As an example, a CP might pay

ISPs to have priority on their network, thus having service

advantages over a second CP. Therefore, legislators should

state which actions are allowed to be taken over the users

traffic by ISPs [1]. On the other hand, NN opponents claim

that regulations reduce ISPs incentive to enhance their service

and make innovative technologies deployment more difficult.

Ultimately, the NN debate leads countries’ legislators to

establish rules that ISPs must follow [2]. Despite being a

political-economical oriented subject, NN rules have substan-

tial technical consequences in ISP’s networks. For instance,

network components must be configured to avoid violating

these rules. In order to try to infer NN violations committed

by an ISP, several studies propose techniques to identify traffic

differentiations from the end-user vantage point [3][4][5].

These violations inferences are based on users traffic statistics

measurements, such as packet loss, jitter, and latency.

In a particular case, a Chilean NN violation detection tool

called Adkintun [4] has been reported to support user rights

in legal complaints against Chilean ISPs. However, to the best

of our knowledge, there is no such a violation detection study

to help network operators to verify that their network meets

government’s NN rules. As networks are complex and its

configuration is not straightforwardly comparable to NN rules,

it remains infeasible for an human to check whether the con-

figuration of a whole network violates NN rules. In addition,

besides Adkintun, NN violation detection studies tend to be

disconnected from the NN regulation of the countries they take

place. Authors often cite an event that has been debated by the

society (for example, Comcast’s shaping [6]) to justify their

NN violation detections, disregarding countries’ NN policies.

In this work, we present ISPANN, a system that audits

whether a network is conformed to the NN rules stated in

the ISP country. ISPANN can be used by network operators to

perform a self-assessment of their networks, or can be used

by third parties (a legislator, a regulation body, or a policy

specialist) to describe the NN violation detections that should

be performed by ISPs of a given country. The assessment of

the network is a huge and recurring task because network

configuration usually is based on a large number of rules that

can be complex spread on multiple devices. Besides that, they

are constantly changed by administrators along the network

operation. Providing a system that is aware of NN legislation

stated in the countries, we aim to bring technical literature

more in line to the existing political-economical matter.

In this sense, ISPANN takes as input the country the ISP

resides to determine the NN rules it must follow. Each NN rule

is associated to a detection algorithm that can be introduced in

the system by the network operator itself or by a third party.

The network operator provides the necessary information to

communicate with its infrastructure devices, which are used

by the ISPANN to collect the network information needed by

the algorithms. Analyzing these informations, the system is

able to point whether the NN rules are being violated and

which configuration are violating them. The system does not

expose the user traffic since the algorithms are performed in

the ISP vantage-point.

For our system evaluation, we assume an ISP that utilizes

an SDN based network topology. By gathering the ISP’s traffic

statistics and flow tables of it’s OpenFlow switches, our system

searches and identifies violations according to those rules

input. Our results show that different government’s politics and

sources of network information (i.e., only flow tables versus
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flow tables and traffic statistics) produce different detection

results. These results were gathered from a series of NN

violation detection algorithms we implemented in ISPANN. We

emphasize that these algorithms are not our focus in this paper.

Instead, we made ISPANN easily adaptable to new violation

detection algorithms, thus policy specialists, regulators or

network operators can work on their own algorithms as they

judge pertinent to their countries NN regulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss

NN and the existing related literature in Section II. Then, in

Section III, we made a summary of NN policies aiming at

those we utilized in ISPANN evaluation. In Section IV we

describe our approach to the NN violation detection problem,

as well as the system architecture and algorithms that were

implemented to detect NN violations. Our evaluation setup

and results are presented in Section V. Finally, in Section VI,

we present our final remarks and proposed future works.

II. NN VIOLATION DETECTION

End-user traffic differentiation, and the consequent NN de-

bate, is associated with the emergence of bandwidth demand-

ing applications. As one of these applications is deployed and

overloads an ISP network with a large amount of traffic, that

ISP may end up throttling it. In the past, BitTorrent and other

peer-to-peer content (usually illegal) sharing were the targeted

applications to be throttled. BitTorrent blocking and shaping

events lead researchers to study how ISPs were treating appli-

cations differently at their network [7]. More recently, Netflix

has been reported to be the application which occupies most of

the downstream traffic at the United States [8], becoming the

main target of ISP’s throttling and traffic differentiation [3].

In general, these traffic differentiations have been considered

by researchers as NN violations.

Focusing in end-user traffic differentiations has lead the

community to perform various studies on the detection of

NN violations. Such studies can be categorized in two main

groups, according to the type of traffic measurement and

evaluation they perform: passive and active. The first group

aims to passively collect and analyze end-user traffic to detect

differentiations. In contrast, the second group is composed

of works that generate traffic to make their differentiation

tests. For the first group, Tariq et. al deployed NANO [9], a

system that infers whether a performance degradation relates

to ISPs policies. NANO collects clients and network features

(e.g., IP addresses, TCP retransmits, TCP duplicate ACKs),

identifies equal confounding factors, and compares services

among multiple ISPs to reach traffic differentiation inference.

The literature presents a larger amount of studies from the

second group. Martin and Glorioso deployed Neubot [10],

which is a network feature measurement application that runs

in end-user’s devices and actively generates traffic tests against

a server or in peer-to-peer mode and centralizes these statistics

in a Database Server which allowed authors to further verify

NN violations. Li et. al [5] utilized Neubot and, basing their

work in a transformation of the Mathis model, focused on

packet-loss statistics to detect traffic differentiations. Zhang et.

al [11] developed an algorithm that takes as input a network

graph and end-to-end measurements and identifies non-neutral

link sequences. Kakhki et. al [3] studied traffic differentiations

in mobile networks where they recorded user traffic and

replayed it to a test server with and without VPNs, which

are an usual countermeasure adopted by end-users to bypass

blocking and traffic differentiation, to compare communication

statistics and infer NN violations.

Finally, Bustos and Jimenez [4] implemented Adkintun, an

end-user application that tests many network features against

a test server, similar to Neubot. Using a different approach,

Bustos and Jimenez consider the Chilean government NN

rules for their violation detection work. However, these studies

detect traffic differentiations only in the end-user vantage point

and, to the best of our knowledge, no study proposes this

kind of detection in the network operator vantage point. In

addition, the only work that bases its NN violation detection

in governments’ NN rules, Adkintun, considers specifically

Chilean rules and, therefore, a more generic approach should

be applied to this topic.

In our system, that is presented in Section IV, we consider

governments’ NN rules as the main hint of traffic differenti-

ation to be detected on an ISP’s network. The NN rules of

the country were the ISP is located are taken as input in our

system, making it generic to any country that has a NN regula-

tion. Further, instead of end-user vantage point measurements,

we base our NN violation detection on the network operator

vantage point using communication measurements, network

topology information, and devices configurations.

III. POLICIES

Governments define policies over NN that ISPs must follow,

just as a client’s Service Level Agreement (SLA). Each coun-

try’s legislator has its own point-of-view and understanding

about NN and, therefore, policies may diverge in some aspect

[2]. For example, zero-rating, the act of not charging the end-

user over an specific service, is accepted in countries like

Brazil, but has limits in Europe with the Body of European

Regulator for Electronic Communications’ (BEREC) regula-

tion. BEREC defines that zero-rating policies must act over a

group of services of the same type, i.e. all message exchangers,

and not only to one message exchanger specifically. This

section presents an overview about the differences on policies

from different countries. The policies below were used as use

cases in ISPANN evaluation.

Chile was the first country to advocate and propose a NN

regulation law [12]. Published in August of 2010, the policy

establishes that ISPs can’t arbitrarily block, interfere, disturb
or restrict the rights of any Internet user to utilize, send,
receive or offer any legal content, application or service in
the Internet.

Then, in 2015, the US’ legislator, Federal Communication

Commission (FCC), stated the Open Internet [13], it’s NN

policy. The FCC discussion over the Open Internet regulation,

that started around 2010 and ended up with it’s legislation,

made the NN problem a worldwide topic. Open Internet is
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based in three clear points: no blocking or throttling legal

services or applications and no paid prioritization, which states

that broadband providers may not favor some lawful Internet

traffic over other lawful traffic in exchange for consideration

of any kind.

In 2016, BEREC proposed a guideline to European coun-

tries to define their NN policies [14]. These guidelines present

seven principles which should be used by legislators when as-

sessing ISPs’ practices: no blocking, slowing down, alteration,
restriction, interference with, degradation and discrimination
between specific content, applications or services, or specific
categories thereof.

Given these three NN policies, we can draw some con-

clusions. For example, Blocking is unaccepted in these three

policies, so it is a common violation detection to be made

in Chile, US and Europe. In contrast, Chile identifies user

discrimination in the network, while both FCC and BEREC

regulations focus on services and applications on the Internet.

Furthermore, FCC explicitly describes paid prioritization as a

NN violation, while the other two do not, thus, detections of

economical advantages must be considered in the US. These

differences are taken in account in the violation detection

implemented in ISPANN, which is presented in Section IV.

IV. ISPANN

In this Section we will introduce ISPANN, a system that

takes governments NN policies and audits an ISP’s network,

trying to detect NN violations to those rules. Firstly, we present

the architecture of the system in the Subsection IV-A. The

system architecture was modeled to be as generic as possible,

both for different NN policies and for different network

protocols used by ISPs for network configuration. Then, we

detail the use case assumed for the evaluation of the system

in the Subsection IV-B. This second subsection presents the

scenario we assumed to evaluate ISPANN and a series of

algorithms we implemented in it. As said, these algorithms

are not the main focus of the paper, being ISPANN our major

contribution. Instead, we implemented these algorithms to

verify the differences in the policies cited in Section III and

show how different NN neutrality policies need different sorts

of NN violation detection requirements.

A. Architecture

ISPANN was modeled and implemented to be as generic as

possible, fitting to different ISPs’ infrastructures and technolo-

gies. In this sense, our system is based on four modules: De-
tection Parameters Interface, Detection Description Interface,

Network Infrastructure Interface, and NN Verification Module.

The Figure 1 presents the architecture from ISPANN.

Network operators input the protocols which their topology

is based and the country where their infrastructure is located in

the Detection Parameters Interface. In the Detection Descrip-
tion Interface a third party (whom can either be legislators

or the network operator itself) input what detection should

be executed for a given country. The Network Infrastructure
Interface collects network data based on the legislation and the

protocols inputed in the Detection Parameters Interface. The

NN Verification Module centralizes the information gathered

from the network and tests if any violation to the legislation

input exists.

Detection 
Parameters 

Interface

NN Verification 
Module

Network Infrastructure Interface

ISPANN

Detection 
Description 

Interface

Fig. 1. System architecture

In the Detection Parameters Interface, the network operator

informs the management protocol used to communicate with

its network infrastructure and the country where the ISP is

located and provides its service. As an example, if the ISP’s

infrastructure is based in a traditional network, the commu-

nication protocol informed by the network operator could be

NetConf, for switches configuration polling. In addition, the

country information makes ISPANN aware of the policies that

must be tested in the network.
The Detection Parameters Interface then informs the Net-

work Infrastructure Interface the communication protocol that

must be used to collect network informations and the country

input by the network operator, so the Network Infrastructure
Interface knows which data it must collect from the network.

Given said protocol, the Network Infrastructure Interface polls

the relevant network data, such as flow paths, switch port

queues informations, depending on the protocol capabilities,

and sends the collected data to the NN Verification Module.
The NN Verification Module receives the network informa-

tion and the NN policies to be tested, defined by country, and

performs the NN violation detection algorithms related to this

data input. Each NN policy has a set of violation detection

algorithms linked to it. Hence, the NN violation detection

algorithms implemented in ISPANN, as an use case for this

work, are presented in Subsection IV-B. ISPANN modularity

makes so that NN violation detection algorithms can be

easily interchanged. It allows the community and legislators to

apply their understanding about countries NN violations and,

consequently, develop new NN violation detection algorithms.
After investigating and verifying the existence of NN viola-

tions, the NN Verification Module returns the flows suffering

from these violations to the Detection Parameters Interface for

operators visualization. These informations behave as alerts,

so that network operators are cognizant and can validate that

these NN violations are not premeditated or are the result
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of another management mechanism (for example, a blocked

IP associated to a DoS). ISPANN does not change network

devices configuration states.

Finally, in the Detection Description Interface a legislator

or the network operator itself may describe the NN violation

detection that must be performed for a certain policy. This

third party agent inputs a country to ISPANN and identifies

the algorithms that must run when this given country is input

in the Detection Parameters Interface. The country and the

algorithms linked to its NN violation detection are stored in

the NN Verification Module.

B. Use case

In this work, and for ISPANN evaluation, presented in

Section V, we considered an ISP located in the US that bases

its infrastructure in an SDN network. SDN is a paradigm that

proposes the separation of the network forwarding and the

control plane, which are both coupled in traditional network

devices [15]. This approach is achieved by the introduction

of a network component called controller, that coordinates

the packet forwarding decisions of the remaining network

devices. The control and forwarding plane decoupling makes

the network more flexible and facilitates the implementation

and development of novel technologies.

For the controller, Floodlight was assumed [16], a network

controller implemented in Java which communicates with

the network devices via the OpenFlow protocol. The system

utilizes Floodlight’s Northbound API to acquire the network

information that is forwarded to the NN verification module.

So, in this scenario, for the system execution, the network

operator inputs OpenFlow as the protocol that it communicates

with its network (in the case of utilizing OpenFlow, Floodlight

need to be specified as the network controller as well) and US

as the country of its operation.

Even though we assume an US’ ISP, it is important to

consider the different policies discussed in Section III, to

show how these differences can cause different results on

NN violation detections. From the three policies considered,

we conceived four NN violation detection classifications and

linked it to the corresponding policy with those characteristics.

The four NN violation classes are: blocking, user dis-
crimination, application/service discrimination and paid
prioritization. The Figure 2 shows the connections between

the NN violation detection classification and the three policies.

These connections are input to the system via the Detection
Description Interface. We explain our interpretation of the

NN policies that lead us to devise such classes below. Also,

we present NN violation detection algorithms based on these

interpretations. Each one of these classes, beside user discrimi-

nation class, has a respective NN violation detection algorithm.

User discrimination has two algorithms implemented in this

work: one which uses topology information, such as switches

connections and user communication latency, and another that

uses only flow table informations. The second algorithm was

implemented to show how having different sets of network

information impact NN violation detection.

BEREC

Chile

FCC

Blocking

User Discrimation

Service/
Application 

Discrimination

Paid Prioritizaiton

Fig. 2. Policies, NN violation detection classes and their relations

1) Blocking: Communication blocking prohibition is a ten-

dency in most NN violations and occurs in the three policies

utilized in this work. A service or user is considered blocked

when a switch has an OpenFlow drop packet rule referencing

its IP. To detect this kind of NN violation, the Algorithm 1

look up all rules of all switches (lines 1-7) checking whether

rules are ”drop packet rules” (lines 3-5).

Algorithm 1 Blocking Detection

1: for all switches do
2: for all switch rules do
3: if is packet drop rule then
4: alert a possible NN violation
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for

2) User Discrimination: User discrimination implies that

an user can’t arbitrary be picked to have his/her communi-

cation degraded. This sort of discrimination is outlawed in

Chile as it’s NN regulation points that an ISP can’t interfere
or disturb, the rights of any Internet user.

In our implementation, an user is being discriminated if the

latency of its communication is higher than the other users

latencies in the network and there is a path between the user

and its destination with better latency. An user is given by

an unique IP in the network. This is achieved by building the

current communication path of the user with its destination

and using an FloodLight Northbound API which gives a set

of paths between two switches and their latencies.

Algorithm 2 iterates over all OpenFlow rules on all switches

(lines 1-5) to identify users in the network and their com-

munication paths. For each user flow path, we acquire its

communication latency, utilizing Floodlight’s Rest API (line

6). Then, we establish a network latency threshold, which

is the sum of the mean of all users communications latency
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with its standard deviation (line 7). If an user communication

has more latency than the threshold, we look for alternative

paths in the network that this user communication could be

forwarded to (lines 8-16). Next, utilizing Floodlight’s Rest

API, we get other possible paths between the user and its

destination (line 10) and the latency of this alternative path

(line 11). Then, for each of the alternative paths in the Rest

API response, we compare it to the user communication path

latency identified before (lines 12-14). We consider a NN

violation if any of the alternative paths have better latency

then the path instantiated for the user communication.

Algorithm 2 User Discrimination Detection

1: for all switches do
2: for all switch rules do
3: identifies flow paths
4: end for
5: end for
6: latencies = get(latencies of users flow paths)
7: thresholdLatency = mean(latencies) + std.dv(latencies)
8: for all latency in user flow paths do
9: if latency > thresholdLatency then

10: identifies alternative flow paths
11: get(latencies of alternative flow paths)
12: if latency > alternative flow paths latencies then
13: alert a possible NN violation
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for

Algorithm 3 User Discrimination Detection Without Network

Topology Information

1: for all switches do
2: for all switch rules do
3: identifies user forwarding port load
4: end for
5: end for
6: for all user forwarding port load do
7: meanLoadi = mean(user forwarding port load)i
8: end for
9: thresholdLoad = mean(meanLoad) + std.dv(meanLoad)

10: for all load in meanLoad do
11: if load > thresholdLoad then
12: alert a possible NN violation
13: end if
14: end for

In Algorithm 2 we based User Discrimination detection in

user communication latencies and alternative flow paths with

less latency for each user. Without having network topology

information, we can’t measure users communication latencies,

so, we try to infer it, based on the switch ports the user

communication utilizes and their load.

To detect an User Discrimination without topology infor-

mation, Algorithm 3 iterates over all OpenFlow rules on all

switches (lines 1-5) to identify the load in the switch ports

of the user communication, based only in the information

provided by the network flow tables. Next, for each user

communication we calculate the mean of the load on its

communication path, represented in Algorithm 3 by meanLoad
(line 7). We then define the reference threshold in this algo-

rithm as the mean of all meanLoad items plus its standard

deviation, as in Algorithm 2 (line 9). Again, as we don’t

have network topology information in this algorithm, we can’t

determine alternative paths for the user communication, so, we

infer that any load in users communications over the threshold

established in a NN violation.

3) Application/Service Discrimination: Similarly to User

Discrimination, Application/Service discrimination means that

an application or service can’t arbitrary be degraded. FCC

bans application/Service discrimination by preventing ISPs

throttling of legal services or applications, while BEREC

forbids it by stating that ISPs must not slow down, alter, re-
strict, interfere with, degrade and discrimine between specific
content, applications or services.

An application or a service is being discriminated if two

applications/services destined to the same user are being

forwarded through different paths in the same switch and one

of these paths has a worse latency compared to the overall

communication latency of the network and there is a path

between the application source and its destination with better

latency. An unique application/service is given by an unique

ethernet type OpenFlow field.

Algorithm 4 Application/Service Discrimination Detection

1: for all switches do
2: for all switch rules do
3: identifies application forwarding
4: end for
5: for all application forwarded to same destination do
6: get application path latency
7: identifies alternative flow paths
8: if application latency >

alternative flow path latency then
9: alert a possible NN violation

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for

Algorithm 4 iterates over all OpenFlow rules (lines 2-3) on

all switches (lines 1-12) to identify the forwarding paths of

all applications to a destination user in the network (line 3).

This is a achieved by creating a triplet [destination, ethernet
type, forwarding port]. Then, for each application forwarded

to the same destination (lines 5-11), we utilize Floodlight’s

Rest API, as in Algorithm 2, to get the latency of the path

in which that application is being forwarded (line 6), based

on the forwarding port part of the triplet and the latency of

alternative paths to the destination (line 7). If any alternative
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flow path to the destination has better latency then the path

instantiated to the application, there is a NN violation.

4) Paid Prioritization: Paid prioritization is explicitly pro-

scribed in FCC’s NN regulation. OpenFlow also has the

priority field which represents the priority level of a flow entry.

Flows with more priority than others are being prioritized. As

ISPANN does not have the information if this prioritization is

paid or not, ISPANN just discloses this prioritization to the

network operator as an alarm.

Algorithm 5 Paid Prioritization Detection

1: for all switches do
2: maxPriority = 0
3: for all switch rules do
4: if rulePriority > maxPriority then
5: maxPriority = rulePriority
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all switch rules do
9: if maxPriority > rulePriority then

10: alert a possible NN violation
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

In Algorithm 5, we look up all switch rules twice. In

every switch (lines 1-13), we iterate over each rule, looking

the maximum priority value existing in that switch (lines 2-

7). Then, in the second iteration, we verify what rules have

less than that maximum priority value (lines 8-12). Those

communications which have underprioritized rules are having

their neutrality violated (lines 9-11).

V. EVALUATION

This section presents ISPANN evaluation we performed for

this work. We assessed its scalability, measuring the execution

time of the algorithms implemented. Then, we compared the

three policies from Section III to show NN violation detection

differences between them, thus validating the necessity of

a system that suits to emerging NN policies. Finally, we

performed an accuracy comparison over ISPANN violation

detections when using different sets of network informations,

associating these accuracy results to ISPANN execution per-

formance requirements.

ISPANN was evaluated using Mininet [17], a network

emulator which implements OpenFlow based networks. At

Mininet we instantiated Epoch’s network topology, an US’

ISP. Epoch was chosen for its simple topology, enabling

the virtual machine Mininet was running to handle more

users in the network and, consequently, to have a larger

evaluation scenario. Epoch’s network topology was acquired

from a database called topology-zoo [18], an Australian project

from Adelaide University, which gathers a large set of ISP

topologies from around the world. Mininet runs in a 4 GB

RAM virtual machine with Ubuntu as it’s operational system.

Floodlight and ISPANN both run in another virtual machine

with 1 GB RAM and with Ubuntu as well.

We introduced n users in Epoch’s network, choosing ran-

domly which switch to add each host. We varied n in bases of

2, from 128 to 640, that was the maximum number of users

Mininet virtual machine could handle. In addition, outside

Epoch’s network were added two hosts, one streaming a video

and another containing a HTTP server. Hosts in Epoch’s

network access one of the servers in a 3:7 proportion, making

30% of the network traffic be HTTP and 70% be video

streaming. The whole scenario is represented in Figure 3.

Then, we randomly selected 10% of the flows and changed

them, to insert NN violations in these flows (for example,

change a forwarding flow to a drop one). For all tests we

collected 30 samples of each data and obtained a confidence

interval based on a confidence level of 95%.

Firstly, we studied the relation between the number of users

in the network and the time ISPANN takes to process network

violations. As Epoch is a ISP from US, we utilized FCC’s

policy in this test. The results for this test are shown in Figure

Internet

Epoch’s Network Topology
Video Streaming Server

HTTP Server

Floodlight Controller

Rest API

ISPANN

Fig. 3. Epoch’s network topology and our evaluation scenario
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4. As we can observe, Application/Service Discrimination

processing is substantially higher then Blocking Detection and

Paid Prioritization detection. For instance, when there is 640

users in the network, Application/Service Discrimination is

responsible for 71% of ISPANN processing time. This huge

difference is due the multiple information Application/Service

Discrimination has to get from the network by the Rest API,

in contrast to Blocking Detection and Paid Prioritization, that

only need flow table informations. For instance, Blocking

Detection executes for 1.04 and 1.42 seconds for 128 and

640 cases consecutively, while Paid Prioritization executes for

1.05 and 1.17 seconds and Application/Service Discrimination

executes for 2.93 and 6.95 seconds in the same cases.
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Fig. 4. ISPANN temporal performance with number of flows variance for
FCC policy

Our next test shows how FCC, BEREC and the Chilean

policies differ on ISPANN. This test has been executed with

512 users in Epoch’s network and the results are presented

in Figure 5. As FCC, BEREC and Chile consider blocking

as a NN violation, we can correlate the results with the other

violation classes. For example, the difference between FCC

and BEREC is that FCC executes Paid Prioritization Detection.

So, the 7 violations FCC detects more than BEREC, and

the 1.5 second it took for this detection, is due to the Paid

Prioritization Detection. In addition, the difference between

Chilean policy and BEREC is that BEREC realizes Appli-

cation/Service Discrimination Detection and Chile performs

User Discrimination Detection. These differences results in

178 more violations detected by the chilean policy, even

though BEREC processes for 2 seconds more.

These differences in each algorithm detection is explained

by the scenario chosen to this evaluation. As there is 512 users

in the network and only 2 applications, detections are skewed

to user-based detections. On one hand, User Discrimination

Detection, which focus on user communications, detected

186 violations, and Blocking Detection, which is general

for both users and applications, detected 315 violations. On

the other hand, Paid Prioritization and Application/Service

Discrimination, which focus on applications, detected almost

no violations (7 and 8 violations respectively).
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Fig. 5. Comparison of violation detections between countries

Finally, we run both versions of User Discrimination De-

tection to verify how the number of network informations

used impacts NN violation detection. We assumed Algorithm 2

presented in Section IV as a baseline and compared Algorithm

3 time performance and accuracy results to it. In this test,

accuracy means the violations that Algorithm 3 detected

equally to Algorithm 2. So, in the users communications that

Algorithm 2 and 3 detected NN violations there is a true

positive, and when both algorithms do not detect violations

there is a true negative. When Algorithm 2 detects a NN

violation and Algorithm 3 do not, there is a false positive.

Moreover, when Algorithm 2 do not detect a NN violation but

Algorithm 3 detects one, there is a false positive. Accuracy

is calculated summing true positives and true negatives and

dividing this sum by the number of user communications.
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Fig. 6. Temporal and accuracy comparison of User Discrimination Detection
using only flow table informations versus flow table and topology information

Figure 6 shows that, on the one hand, utilizing more network

informations, in this case topology informations, increases NN

violation detections processing requirements. With 128 users

in the network, the time difference between both algorithms

is 0.08 seconds and with 640 users it is 0.6 seconds. So,

with 4 times more users in the network, the time performance

difference between both algorithms increases 7.5 times. On

the other hand, as the network grows, utilizing less network

informations decreases detections accuracy. Again, at 128
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users in the network Algorithm 3 accuracy is 98% and with

640 users its accuracy drops down to 89%.

Having more network informations makes NN violation de-

tection algorithms less susceptible to false positives and false

negatives. Ideally, algorithms implemented in ISPANN should

test the maximum number of network informations it can. This

number is limited by the managing protocol the ISP uses and

the frequency the network operator would execute ISPANN.

For example, if a network operator often applies patches to

its devices configurations, ISPANN should be executed in

the same frequency. If this frequency is high enough, the

algorithms implemented should be optimized to use a limited

set of network informations.

With these evaluations presented, we conclude this section

by commenting the results obtained. The first test, the execu-

tion time measurement, indicates us that NN violation detec-

tion algorithms implemented in ISPANN should be optimized,

as they are executed in large scenarios, with many users and

applications. Our second test demonstrates the need to take

NN policies into account when detecting NN violations. Even

at the same scenario, different NN policies produces different

violation detection results. Our final test indicates how NN vio-

lation detection algorithms should be implemented, in terms of

network informations used in them, in ISPANN. NN violations

detections should test more or less network informations, and

consequently be more or less accurate, depending on network

operators performance requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we presented ISPANN, a system that audits

an ISP network and detects violations to NN legislations of

a given country. The system was modeled and implemented

to be generic and easily adaptable to different government

existing policies. Our major contribution with ISPANN is to

bring NN violation detection literature more in line with the

political-economical matter. Differently from prior works, that

assume any sort of traffic differentiation as NN violations, we

assume that NN violations are infringements to countries NN

policies. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, our work

is the first one which explores NN violation detection at the

network operator vantage point.

Our results show that, as different countries have different

NN policies, detecting violations to these policies depend on

different network features. In this sense, this detections have

different time demands and the number of violations in a

network may vary. Another important point to raise is that,

the accuracy in a violation detection depends on the network

features an operator can manage. On the one hand, our system

has a worse accuracy when dealing with OpenFlow switch

forwarding tables only, when compared to forwarding tables

and network topology informations. On the other hand, the

more network features the system has to deal with, the more

time consuming the detection becomes.

In a future work, we will propose a policy language for

NN violation definition and change the Detection Description
Interface to handle this language. The objective of this policy

language is to help non-network specialist legislators with

these violation definitions.
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